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Program Overview

Regulators increasingly see business 
conduct and the role of senior 
management as key to functioning 
markets and fair customer treatment.  
The new FCA SMCR regulation 
increases the level of personal 
accountability for senior managers’ role 
in strategy, customer outcomes, systems 
and controls and culture.

Our innovative programme for senior 
managers in financial services is based 
on the SMCR requirements of senior 
managers and unique research into 
what differentiates successful leaders 
in regulated organisations. Current or 
future senior managers should attend to 
be compliant with the new regulations 
and to demonstrate to regulators that 
they are ‘competent, fit and proper’ 
for their role. Using a blend of face-to-
face and virtual modules, the program 
focuses on building the understanding, 
skills and mind-sets needed under the 
SMCR regime to show they are taking 
“Reasonable Steps” in managing 
their activities.

•  Understanding of best practice 
in areas such as governance, risk 
management, effective policy and 
controls and developing products and 
proposition

•  A better understanding of the FCA, 
their agenda and objectives and the 
new SMCR regime of management 
accountability.

• Learning from current leaders  
and regulators through practical  
case studies

• Through stretching experiential 
exercises, our program is designed to 
help participants to really understand 
and be ready for the challenges of 
regulated leadership

Challenges for Leaders in 
Regulated Businesses

Leaders in regulated businesses face 
unique challenges and dilemmas:

• The need to balance strategic growth 
and profitability with fair customer 
treatment and long term sustainability

• Building relationships with regulators, 
stakeholders and investors

• Coping with complexity, transparency 
and increasing scrutiny and regulation

• Driving change and innovation while 
maintaining organizational stability 
and consistency of service 
to customers

Leading regulated businesses is difficult 
and requires a special kind of leader 
with the personal, organizational and 
commercial expertise to cope with 
operating under the regulatory spotlight. 

Virtual Learning and  
Program Preparation

Participants will undertake 
approximately 8 hours of virtual 
learning, exploring topics such as 
leadership and culture, organizational 
change, risk, and governance. All 
participants will have access to Virtual 
Ashridge (our online learning resource) 
for up to six months following the 
program to enable them to continue 
their thinking and learning using our 
extensive range of papers, case studies, 
videos, and online learning.

Personal
 
Leaders feel exposed and uncertain, 
having to tackle difficult technical and 
business problems.

Personally accountable for the conduct  
of their business. They need to be 
resilient, expert communicators and 
listeners as well as authoritative, 
influential and quick thinking.

Regulated leaders need to be intensely 
sceptical, courageous and avoid false 
optimism, constantly challenging their 
own thinking and that of their people.

 “I feel continuously exposed and 
accountable.”

 “I try to spend a lot of my time visiting 
the ‘front line’ and listening to people.”

Relational
 
Decision making is more complex and 
difficult and relationships can often 
be conflicted.

Leading management teams, dealing 
with NEDs, directors and investors, 
managing regulators and auditors are 
daily challenges. They are constantly 
faced with dilemmas such as balancing 
customer and business interests.

Regulated leaders need to be more 
‘rounded’, empathic, intellectually 
rigorous and commercially savvy.

 “As a leader I have to challenge the 
 risk specialists, but from a position of 
knowledge and understanding their 
concerns.”

 “It’s absolutely vital to gain the 
regulator’s trust.”

Length: 2 days  |  URL: hult.edu/execed

Leading in a Regulated 
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Fee
£2,990 (PIMFA members)
£3,350 (non PIMFA members)
*Fee excludes accommodation and VAT

Quote code PIMFA 1010 to get your  
PIMFA members price.

Organizational
 
Driving change and growth can lead 
to unforeseen consequences for the 
business and for customers.

“Risk thinking” and ethical decision-
making requires a strong understanding 
of governance and control, balancing 
this with empowerment and innovation.

Regulated leaders need to develop 
a culture that genuinely learns from 
mistakes and honestly models the risks 
and outcomes of any strategy or change.

 “My number one priority is culture 
preservation – preserving the great 
culture we have developed, despite our  
challenges and growth plans.”

 “It took two years for people to 
genuinely trust me that I wanted them 
to speak honestly to me.”

Three areas that differentiate successful leaders in regulated businesses

Personal reflection and action planning: 
regular opportunities to reflect and 
consider your own strengths and 
development needs as well as those of 
your leadership teams. Considering the 
implications of the program for you and 
your business.

SMCR regulation requires senior 
management to be educated in the new 
regime and understand how it impacts 
on their work. This programme will help 
you with this. All attendees will receive 
Certificates of Attendance and CPD 
accreditation.

Session Summaries

Exploring the new FCA SMCR regime 
and the requirements to demonstrate. 
Reasonable Steps have been taken in 
management, governance, Conduct 
Risk and culture

What differentiates successful leaders 
in regulated businesses? Our research 
and learnings from talking to successful 
leaders in insurance, banking and 
investments as well as other regulated 
sectors such as pharmaceuticals and 
energy/utilities.  What makes business 
conduct more complex and difficult 
in today’s world and what are the 
implications for leaders?

Leadership case studies and 
enforcement notices: exploring 
examples of successful and 
unsuccessful regulated leadership. 
What can you learn?

Decision-making and governance: 
a simulation exploring the conflicts, 
ethics and dilemmas of regulated 
leadership. Managing risk and ensuring 
good governance while ensuring the 
business grows, delivers to customers 
and remains profitable.

Guest speakers: a panel of senior 
regulated leaders and regulators will 
share their experiences, challenges 
and advice.

Difficult conversations and ‘speaking 
truth to power’: handling tough 
conversations with stakeholders, 
including practice conversations 
with regulators.

A twin program is aimed at developing 
the next generation of financial services 
leaders who are currently in management 
roles and identified as high potential. 
Similar in many ways, the program will 
broaden participants understanding of 
the leadership challenges they will one 
day face. 

It will help them develop a more 
strategic view of topics such as risk 
management, culture, governance, and 
business conduct. They will take part in 
hands on simulations, build a network of 
colleagues from other organizations and 
learn from visiting successful leaders.

Who is this program for?

This program is aimed at current leaders or 
senior managers who may soon be in Director, 
MD, CEO or Non-Executive Directors roles, 
running your regulated businesses.

+44 (0) 203 318 6437
info@ashridge.hult.edu

Developing your culture and leading 
effective change: understanding effective 
cultures in regulated businesses - our 
research and regulators’ insights. 
Benchmarking  
your culture.

The paradoxes of leading change in 
regulated businesses: a case study. How is 
change done in your business? What are 
the personal challenges for you and the 
leadership team? 
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